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Planning can blunt house-hunting hardships
BUYING A HOME CAN BE COSTLY ENDEAVOUR FOR FIRST-TIMERS
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If Brooke McCombs could offer young house hunters a tip in their quest to find their

ideal home, it’s to dial back expectations.

The 23-year-old public servant should know.

That’s exactly what she did recently in her hunting expedition that landed her and her

boyfriend a 1,200-square-foot bungalow for around $285,000.

"It was kind of a shock, because five to 10 years ago, the houses we could get for that

price range were way better than the houses we can afford now," she says. "When we

started looking, we had to cut some things we wanted off of our list because we knew

we weren’t going to get everything we wanted for the price we could afford."

McCombs and her partner are among the demographic of buyers driving the housing

market in Canada — the first-timers.

As millennials, from between the ages of 18 to 35, they also have been grappling with

rising prices in the market for some time due to a decade of rock-bottom interest

rates. Now, they’re facing additional challenges as rates rise and government

regulations make it more difficult to qualify for a mortgage.

A recent study by Royal LePage Canada highlights these challenges — in particular,

the federal stress-test regulation that means all buyers must qualify at the Bank of



Canada benchmark five-year rate, which is often a percentage point higher than rates

offered by most lenders.

What the survey found is buyers across the board have lost about 16.5 per cent

purchasing power.

"The essential thesis of it is that with mortgage regulations and interest rates rising…

it’s harder now than it has been in recent years to buy a home," says Winnipeg broker

Michael Froese, managing partner with Royal LePage Prime Real Estate.

"That being said, Winnipeg still fares really well compared with other places in the

country when it comes to affordability."

Compared with other municipalities — in particular Toronto and Vancouver — the

survey found that the average peak (25 to 30 years old) millennial’s annual salary in

Canada of about $38,000 goes much further in Winnipeg.

It calculated that a first-time buyer with this income and 20 per cent down, which is

rare among this group, could afford a home worth about $203,000 based on the

stress test, which is far below the average Canadian home price of more than

$605,000.

Heck, even in Winnipeg, a $200,000 detached home is becoming increasingly difficult

to buy. Still, Froese notes homes between $150,000 to $300,000 make up more than

40 per cent of the city’s market.

"That’s often where the millennials are going to fall in," he says, adding those buying

with a partner can qualify for financing for a home just over $400,000 — based on the

average combined annual income.

To that end, the $300,000 to $400,000 segment makes up another 29 per cent of the

local market.

"You put those two together, and it (first-time buyers) are a large part of our market."

While Winnipeg remains cheap compared with the Canadian average price, broker



David Fouad says buying a home here can still be discouraging for many young,

would-be buyers because it inevitably involves a fairly large down payment — often

more than $10,000 — and a hefty mortgage payment, generally between $1,200 to

$1,500 a month.

"Overall, there is complacency, because it seems so daunting," he says, adding

budgeting is essential, not just for new owners, but also for buyers to come up with

the cash just to get into the market.

Fouad, who owns DCF Real Estate and is former banker, says he has helped many

young buyers build budgets to save, including one couple who recently saved $10,000

in six months. That may seem like a tall order, but Fouad says it is not as challenging

as it first appears.

"All I did was make a budget with them where we found all the expenditures that

were unnecessary," he says. "We basically cut out all the fat and found enough money

monthly over and above what they were already setting aside."

He adds most millennials are experiencing the same sticker shock as McCombs —

and they must dial back their expectations if they want to buy a home. Fouad also

suggests first-timers think far ahead, especially when taking on other ongoing

monthly costs.

"A big, dangerous one is car loans," he says. "That’s killing people."

For example, a $500 car payment equates to about $100,000 in mortgage.

"If a couple wants to get more house, and they both have car loans, that can eat up a

lot of the mortgage they will qualify for."

They should also look for ways to boost their down payment quickly, like the Home

Buyers’ Plan that allows Canadians to borrow up to $25,000 from their registered

account — a loan that has to be paid back within 15 years.

"That’s how we were able to save quickly for it," McCombs says, adding they became

serious about buying in the winter after "kicking tires" last summer going to open



Tips for first-time buyers

Get pre-approved: You don’t know what you can afford if you don’t know how much you can borrow, broker
Michael Froese says. “Otherwise, you might be looking at homes you can’t afford,” he says. “And that’s not really a
productive exercise.” House hunting is time consuming, and many first-time buyers make the mistake of going to
several open houses first, and then seeking financing, only to find out they cannot afford what they have been
looking at for a number of weeks, he adds. By getting pre-approved based on your income, you then know the
price range you should focus on for your first home.

houses.

Additionally, two incomes are certainly better than one when hunting for home sweet

home.

"It was a lot easier than just myself or him buying alone," McCombs says, pointing out

their maximum purchase price was about $300,000.

In contrast, Cole Bush has been hunting on his own, and the 24-year-old recently had

an offer accepted for a reasonably priced bungalow, worth around $220,000. Like

McCombs, he lives at home with his parents, which has allowed him to save much of

his salary from full-time work. But he has also been preparing himself for the big

move.

"I met with my bank to set up a savings plan that would simulate the cost of paying a

mortgage of about $1,400 a month," the recent engineering graduate says.

That also helped him save up quickly for a down payment of just over $10,000 in less

than a year.

After living for several months with $700 immediately coming off every cheque, Bush

adds he is confident he can carry a mortgage on his own.

"If I had been putting my money away and having to touch it now and again, then I

would have been concerned that maybe I can’t afford it."

That said, both Bush and McCombs are wary of the true cost of home ownership and

how it will mesh with their lifestyles.

"It will be hard at first," McCombs says. "I know it."



Lower your expectations: You can’t always get what you want, but if you compromise — sometimes — you’ll get
what you can afford. And that’s important, broker David Fouad says, because it’s much better to borrow less than
more, and have a more reasonable mortgage payment. “There’s no shame in looking for less house — something
that makes financial sense,” he says. “Attached housing is not the end of the world.” He adds many first-time
buyers feel there is a stigma regarding a side-by-side or townhouse, “but they can get a lot of house for less
because it’s attached.”

Save as much as you can, but not for too long: The more down payment you have, the better off you’ll be in the
long run. But, Fouad notes, it’s a balancing act because prices generally rise year over year. Although home prices
have slowed, he suggests most first-time buyers should look to save about 10 to 15 per cent (the minimum is five
per cent down) rather than waiting for the full 20 per cent to get into the market sooner than later. In many cases,
they’re going to “the bank of mom and dad” to get additional help for the down payment. Others are drawing on
their RRSPs. The one drawback with that strategy is homeowners then have another regular monthly cost —
repaying that loan over the next 15 years. That can have a significant negative effect on their cash flow — which is
already going to be challenged by mortgage payments, utilities, property taxes and the unexpected, like a new
furnace or roof.

Shop around, and not just for a home: First-timers will look at generally more than a dozen homes before they
find something suitable. But, they should also shop around for a mortgage, using a broker who can find them the
best rate and terms for their needs. Additionally, Fouad says would-be buyers are well served by shopping for a
real estate agent, as opposed to calling the agent on a for-sale sign to inquire about a home. Seek an agent you
feel comfortable with, who can get to know you and what you’re looking for in a home, he adds. “It just makes
things easier.”
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